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CHAPTER V

COMMERCIAI EDUCATION

By J. O. MALOTT

Specialist in Commercial Educatios, Office of Education

CorrrENTs.IntroductionTrends revealed by enrollment statisticsResearch basis for
objectivesCommercial occupation surveysOffice equipment surveysJob analy-
sesSignificant developments in the secondary schoolsRecent surveys of com-k
mercial education--Contents in commercial subjectsDevelopments in city and
State supervisionThe private business schoolsThe junior collegesTraining and
certification of commercial teachersCommercial teachers' associations and confer-
encesUniversity education for busineesConclusion.

INTRODUCTION

Business education, in which more than a million students are
enrolled, is not only one of the most rapidly growing phases of the
entire educational program but is one of the major responsibilities
of secondary and higher institutions. The necessity for developing
more appropriate and effective programs of eclutation for and about
business is emphasized by. the changing economic conditions in the
United States. Current economic and business problems of the in-
dividual, the home, local pommunities, and the Nation are occupying
rôles of increased importance. The trend toward upgrading the re-
quirements for entrance into, and success in office and sales positions,
together with the decrease in real .wages in the clerical occupations,
emphasizes the significance of designing improved business training
programs in the secondary schools. Also the increased responsibili-
ties of leadership in our Nation's business challenging the collegiate
schools of bfisiness, the bureaus of business research, and the leaders
in business, place /additional obligations on higher institutions
training men and women for business careers.

The chief development in providing education about business as a
part of the echicational heritage of all citizens is the exceedingly
rapid introducticin of junior bqpiness or general business science
courses. Theis (*urges have been designed to provide an elementary
concept of mixiern economic and business problems, the common
business ieriteei4. and b4miness customs for pupils who have not
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2 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1 9 2 8-1 9 8 0

reached the age at which they are permitted to leave school. In addi-
tion to providing an introductory course for all pupils, the leaders in
this field are urging an advanced course in economics and business
information for those who continué in high school. In the latter
course they desire to emphasize the relationship of business -eondi..
tions in this country to international affairs, the meaning and social
significance of the basic problems in business, the complexity of our
modern economic structure, and the increasing interdependence
among the different kinds of business. The traditional and ordina-
rily abstract courses in high-school economics are too limited in con-
tent and availability to provide an adequate understanding and ap-
preciation of the enhanced importance of business in our rapidly
changing civilization. The leaders in business and in education for
business feel the need of a higher citizenship standard of information
about modern business.

During the past two years there has been an increased willingness
in the secondary and, to a less extent, in the collegiate institutions to
stuOy objectively the need for, and the effectiveness of, the different
phases of business education. The outstanding developments in
secondary commercial education pertain to the many city and Side
investigations of curriculum problems and to the many research
studies in metho& of instruction. The leaders in this field, twether
with the new type of professionally trained commercial teachers, are
responsible for this progressive trend. Inasmuch as the cc;Ilegiate
schools of business have been so -absorbed- in providing facilities for
the increasingly large number of students, these institutions have
based their offerings chiefly on opinions rather than on objective
investigations of the needs. They have borrowecHaeavily from the
earlier collegiate schools of commerce. In fact, tiw.philosophy that
has predominated did not obligate these institutions to conduct basic
curriculum studies. The few significant investigations in this field
made during the biennium indicate the ascendancy of thb philosophy
involving scientific curriculum revision.

Other recent trends and major problems are increased enrollments,
particularly of young women in the secondary schools; a new inter-
est in basic research studies; the introduction of machine operating,

il training, and cooperative part-time courses; the organization
o rminal vocational curricula on the junior-college level; addi-
tional facilities for the training of commercial teachers, particularly
in the universities; the broaden* of the scope of activities of the
commercial teacher-training institutions afid commerttal teacher!?
associations; and the urgent need for adequate frnikeivision. The
trend toward research for improving the appropriateiless and eit*
tiveness of the Niftiness educatIon program is the moot encourigiii
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COMMERCIAL EDUCATION 3

development. The Office of Education And the Federal Board for
Vocational Education have assisted in '4sijitting up the objectives,
outlining the procedures or interpreting the data for practically all
of the research projects. The least hopeful sign of the past two
years has been the rather general failure of the educational institu-
tions to seek whole-heartedly the cooperation of business men and
business men's organizations. in an effort to improve the guidance,
training, and placement programs.

The purpose of this chapter is to review briefly the outstanding
developments and to ana1Ae some significant trends in educatión for
business as revealed in reports from city and State departments of
education, special reports from institutions and commercial teachers'
associations, as well as magazines, books, and graduate theses in this
field.

TRENDS REVEALED BY ENROLLMENT STATISTICS

- The enrollment of more than a million young men and women in
business courses is evidence of some of the outstanding educational,
occupational, and social trends of the twentieth century. The num-
ber enrolled in business courses exceeds the number in any field of
vocational training chiefly because of the muliitude of opportunities
in büsiness and because of the mobility within business occupations.
Increasingly large numbers of young men are turning to organized
training programs rather than to apprenticeship. Furthermore, one
of the greatest social changes in history is indicated by the increased
Wrollments of young women in business courses. In 41 types of
schools their percentages of increase exceeded those for men., Only
in collegiate education for business does the number of men exceed
the number of women. The breakdown of the earlier prejudices
against women in office and store occupations, the introduction of
modern office equipment and methods, the increased desire for eco-
nomic independence, and the social phases of business positions have

. been the chief factors in the latter trend.
At the beginning of the past decade there was much speculation

as to what the postwar trends would be in business-education enroll-
ments. The increase in enrollments during the World War exceeded
the increase during any previous period of equal length. The busi-
ness education programs in the different types of schools, and par-
Ocularly in the public high schools, expanded rapidly to meet the
emergency. With only one exception, the different types of schools
offering business subjects continued to expand their programs after
the war. Data compiled during the biennium reveal that in the past
six years the increase in enrollments in this field mounted to. 59 per

.cent in the private high schools and 7 2 per cent in the public siticoncio
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'4 BIEN NIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1 9 2 8-1 3 0

ary schools. Furthermore, there was an increise of more than 800 per
cent in the colleges and universities durhig the past 10 years.

Collegiate education for business is growing far more rapidly
than higher education in general. Although the collegiate schools
of commerce are among the most recently 'organized divisions of the
universities, they are in many instances the largest of the profes-
sional schools. If the percentage of increase in enrollments in the
various professional schools for the past 10 years obtains for the
nezt decade, the schools of commerce will be the largest of the pro-
fessional and vocational schools. Even if the percentage of increase
in business enrollments during the past 10 years were increased many
times during the next decade there would be little danger, if any, of
a surplus of collegiately trained personnel for business. There are
many indications that these schools will continue to grow very
.rapidly.

An analysis of the enróllments in collekiate education tor business
reveals a trend toward specialization in functions among the col-
legiate schools and departments of business. Although the number

1 of courses, the number of instructors, and the number of students
enrolled in each of the business subjects doubled in the past six
years6the number of institutions offering specialized curricula re.- .

maim:a practically the same. Fewer than 20 higher institutions offer
curricula in advertising, foreign service and foreign trade, realty or
insurance. In this connection, four-fifths of the college students
studying realty are enrolled in six higher institutions; two-tihirds
of those in advertising courses are in 10 universities; and half of
the students in insurance are pursuing peir courses in only 5 insti-
tutions. In Certain geographic .regions there is a concentration of
schools that offer some of the specialized curricula,. Furthermore, 56
per cent of the first degrees in commerce in 1919-20 and 57 per cent
of such degrees 10 years later were granted in only 6 States--Cali-
forniat illinois, Massachusetts, New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania.

One'of the major developments of secondary education has been
the exceedingly rapid growth of commercial education. Approxi-
mately 20 per cent of the secondary-school pupils are now enrolled in
the commercial curricula; in many States the percentage exceeds 30,
and in many cities the percentage is app '11: tely 50. Neárly two
thirds of all enrollments in education for b i ess are in these schools.
Two-thirds of the pupils enrolled in secondary business ediication
are wonien, and the number of women is increasing far more rapidly
than is the number of men. The secondary schools, of wliich approxi...- Ise

.,Itt I Malott, J. O. Commercial Mutation Circulars Nos. NI to 81, and 38 to SI, 'inclusiveand Circulars Noe. 110 13, and 14. Washingtos, ji. & Oahe of Natation, Dep,rtrisat 41the Interior, 1929. (11113?"01VIIPbe(t)
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COMM:ERCIAL EDUCATION

mately 10,000-offer commercial subjects, have made better adjustments
of their gourses the needs of young women than to the needs
of young meu.

Enrollment data reveal many other significant trends. One of
these trends pertains to the *upgrading of business education. Ten
yeah ago only 1 boy out of 10 and 1 girl out of 120 who were study-
ing business education were enrolled in the colleges and universities.
The ratio for boys now is 1 out of 6 and for girls 1 out of 70. Fur-
thermore, two-thirds of the pupils in the private business schools are
high-school graduates, whereas 10 years ago a small percentage of
the private business school pupils had coivleted high school.

The recent changes in the enrollments of boys in the secondary
schools tend to follow, although very slowly, the changes in their
employment opportunities. The greatest percentages of increased
enrollments for boys were in salesmanship, commercial law, office
practice, comm.ercial geography, economics, typewriting, commercial
arithmetic, and bookkeeping. There was an increase of only 5 per
cent in their enrollments in shorthaild during the past six years, and
only 18 per cent of the secondary pupils enrolled in shorthand were
boys. Although the percentage of increase for boys in salesmanship
is high, the actual number enrolled is relatively small. The trend
toward salesmanship is desirable and should be encouraged for both
boys and girls.

Another significant trend pertains to the changing emphasis on the
traditional technical subjects in the secondary schools. At the be-
ginning of the past 6-year period shorthand, typewriting, and book-
keeping accounted for 74 per cent of enrollments in the commercial
subjects in the pubhc high schools and 88 per cent in the private high
schools and academies. At the close of the period the percentageg
had decreased to 59 and 70, respectively. Although the enrollments
in the technical subjects are increasing rapidly, there has been an
unusually large increase in the enrollments in the general business
information courses.

RESEARCH BASIS FOR OBJECIIVES

The traditional objectives of secondary and higher education for
business continue to predominate and control the curriculum prac-
tices. In the endeavor to replace the tiaditional with more appro-
priate objectives much confusion arose because of the different ap-
proaches or procedures for determining objectives. Many of the ap-
proaches lack in simplicity and directness and tend to confuse rather
than clarify the desired outcomes and the necessary steps in attaining
them. During the past two years, however, there have been fewer
articles end discussions, particularly of the dogmatic type, that placed
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undue emphasis on either alie vocational or general business infor-
mation objectives.

Outstanding in the disciussions that temporarily disturbed the
progress in setting up were the recent attempts to super-
impose on commercial education, particularly in the secondary
schools, the objectives froni sociology, economics, and other instruc-
tional fields. The proponeiits of all contemporary bases for deter-
mining objectives, except those favoring the scientific study of the
needs, fail to consider the fact that the objectives for sociology and
economics supposedly grow out of the needs for instruction in those
fields and that the objectives and pri*iples for business education
should grow out of the needs for general business information and
vocational or professional business training. Other factors that
caused confusion regarding,gNectives were erroneous interpretations
of survey reports and -distignemebnt even amo4 those who were in
positions of leadership,..Fortunzttely these disagreements have pro-
vided for commercial teachers generally a point of departure in dis-
closing objectives. Such disagreements have tended to break down
the traditional objectives and to emphasize the necessity of a better
basis for the entire business education program.

The greatest factor to date in revealing the Current fallacies in
the objectives of the business training program is the accumulation
of approximately 606 rose'arch studies in this field'. The additional
studies made available during the biennium were Particularly helpful
in destroying the effectiveness of the vocational versus the nonvoca-
tional discussions, in revealing the fallacy of superimposing objec-
tives from other fields on commercial education, and in breaking
down the traditional concept of training for only a limited number of
business positions. These studies call particular attention to the
necessity of arriving scientifically at the major and minor objectives.
Such studies tend also to result in the acceptance, evaluation, and
refinement of vocational find nonvocational aims. Perhaps their chief
contribution has been a clearer distinction between preparation for
initial and preparation for promotional opportunities. Although
some of the studies were poorly conducted and although some of

data have been misinterpreted, the making of these studies is
the progrpsive commercial teacher's challenge to the traditional
program.

The growing acceptance among the rank and file of commercial
teachers of the research technique in establishing objectives and prace
tices is encouraged by the leadbers as the key to immediate improve-,
ment. To date the progress is not as° much in the quantity and
qu,lity of studies that have been conducted but in the concept, o4
curriculum building that is develoOing, particularky imam tho%
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COMMERCIAL EDUCATION 7

who are making the studies and those who carefully interpret the
findings. In this connectioii the secondary schools have progressed
more rapidly in studying their objectives tgan have the higher insti-
tutions. Comparatively few of the colleges and universities have
conducted worth-while follpw-up studies or studies of the needs for
collegiate business education in a given region or industry. Almost
without exception the colleges and universities do not take an active
interest in studying the needs for business education of that half of
their students who do not graduate. Among the leaders and pro-
gressive groups in both types of institutions curriculum investiga-
tions have resulted in a very definite break with many traditional
objectives and practices. Out of the pioneering efforts there has
been constructed a program for a mOre careful study of the training
needed for the various levels of business positions, including the
clerical, business expert, and business executive. Some of the sec-
ondary and higHer institutions have contucted research regarding
many of the steps in the piogram of scientific curriculum revision,
but none of these institutions have made the entire series of studies
necessary for the reorganization of the training program.

The most significant trend with reference to objectives is toward
measuring, and analyzing the neéd for, first, general business infor-
mation, and, second, vocati&al business training. This trend has
developed to the extent that it is &finite evidence of the beginning
of a new era in this field. The leaders seek to differèntiate the
objectives and content according to the determinable needs. The
procedures for settivg up the general business information objectives,
content, and curriculum practices involve studies of the need for an
understanding and appreciation of our modern economic structure;
an understanding of the social significance of business in Anierica
and in international relations; the difficulties of citizens in urban and
rural communities in handling their econowic and business problems;
a knowledge of the common business services and products; standards
of attainment in the bodies of knowledge desired for citizenship; and,
studies of the pupils and of the extent to which they continue
through the varioùs school years. The vocational commercial sub-
jects must begin with objectives and content where the general busi-
ness information ceases, because the vocational aspects pertain to the
additione content and skills necessary for occupational efficiency.

The procedure for determining the vocational objectives, content,
and ciwriculum practices as emphasized during the biennium involve
chiefly studies of the importance of training for different kinds of
initial and promotional opportunities in business; b analyses of the
duties of positions on the various occupational levels; studies of

1a1ir-41--4
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standards of performance, and traits of the successful, average, and
problem employees; and studies of the specific abilities, interests,
traits, and other factors of the pupils who seek bog; -.training.
Comprehensivt studies of the types indicated reveal the broad social
responsibilities of the business executives and many other factors
that are not ordinarily included in the narrow or limited occupational

Practically all of the outstanding developments of the
biennium pertain to one or more steps in this program of scientific
curriculum revision. The emphasis, however, has been on studies of
the vocational needs.

COMMERCIAL OCCUPATION SURVEYS

The making of commercial occupation surveys is the first major
step in a proem of scientific curriculum building in business educa-
tion. Comprehenve surveys of this type provide definite infofina-
tion regarding die relative importance of training for each of a
large variety of business positions. Data from these studies present
a fact basis for determining what business curricula shoura be offered
in the secondary and higher institutions. These surveys indicate fast,
the school years in which the curricula should be offered; the ratio'

e of men to women that should be prepared for each of the variety of
business positions, and the various levels pf each of the positions;
çand frequently those phases of the training program that are 'most
helpful or least helpful. Another important contribution is thatthey
provide a basis, for distinguishing between preparing for initial as
opposed to preparing for promotional opportunities, thus giving
direction to the emphasis that should be placed on each of these
phases of the training program.

During the past two years there was an increased interest in
follow-up studies of the drop-outs and graduates of the particular
institutions. Although the commercial occupation survey pertains
primarily to the need for, or appropriateness of, particular curricula,
the follow-up study pertials chiefly to the meoureinent and analysis
of the effectiv6ness of the business training program in a specific
institution. rnstead of revealing a cross section of the local needs
for training employees in different occupations, the follow-up study
reveals for a given institution the occupational distribution of its
drop-outs and graduates, the nature of their initial and subsequent
positions,'and frequently an evaluation of many of the factors in-the
guidance, training, and placement. programs. One contribution of
this type of study is that it, gives direction to the strengthen* of
the curricula offered. The chief limitation of such a sttidy is that

A
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it gives no indication of failure to provide other curricula perhaps
more urgently needed.

The second major fAep in curriculum builailig in this ,field per-.
tains to an analysis of the duties performed by the employees on the
ctifferent ranges and levels of positions. The most important factors
regarding thése duties are: The importance of the duty, difficulties
experienced by the employdes in their initial and subsequent posi-
tions, the frequency of the performance of the duty, and -Whether the
duties could best be learned in school or on the job. Oidinarily the
job-analysis type of study is combined with studies of the traits of
the workers in the respective positions. Such analyses are usually
made with special reference to the pFsons employed in the various
positions, but studies of positions without reference to the employed
personnel are frequently necessary.

The chief contribution of the job analysis and trait studies is that
they give direction to the selection of definite bodies of knowledge
and skills to be incorporated in the commercial curricula. Various
formulas have been developed in evaluating the ultimate'significance
of training for the performance of the respective duties. This step
in the program for curriculum building requirekso much research
that there are very few good examples of its application. The
contribution of job analysis so far as guidance and placement are
concerned is that it focuses attintion on actual' requirements of
particular p9sitions.

The third, -iinkt frequently 'neglected, major step in curriculum
building pertains to otudieft tdards of attainment. It is not
sufficient to know merZy the importance of training for particular
kinds of positions and the duties performed in each; it is essential
that we know .the standards of performance of the duties by the
succftsful;' 'average, and unAuccessful or.. problem employees in the
various occupational le;e1s. It is particularly important that stpdifis
of standards of attainment be made in er to obtain a better un-
derstanding of the requirements for in initiál positions, for
retaining positions, and gaining promotion. Only to the extent that
comprehensive studies are made to show the requirements for sucass
in terms of standards will it be possible to set tip moms effective
guidance. After occupational standards are established it will be
pobsible with greater assurance to establish grade standards and
entrance standards in the various curricula.

The superintendent of schools of Pittsburgh, Pa., appointbd a
committee of high-school teachers of bookkeeping to revise the
course 01 silKly for that subject, In studying the problems &at
confronted late committee Victor M. Rubel+, c4irmin, and other
members of the committee soon realized the necessity of determining
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how well the commercial courses were functioning. A study 2. was
undertaken, therefore, of 714 former commercial pupils in the regu-
lar high schools and of 790 commercial pupils in evening schools.
The-committee found that 30 per cent of the boys and 25 per cent
of the girls are in positions requiring a knowledge of bookkeeping,
and 31 per cent of the boys and 68 per cent of the girls were in
positions requiring a knowledge of shorthand. The committee con-
cludes that the survey justifies four or five semesters of bookkeeping.

The board of education, of Newark, N. J., conducted a survey 3 of
o the office workers in that city in March, 1930. As a result of the

survey, preparations were made immediately for instruction on office
machines. It was recommended that the different kinds of office
equipment be introduced gradually "thus giving teachers time to
familiarize themselves 'with the operation of various machines and
in which to carefully prepare a course of study." Inasmuch as only
6 per cent of the 878 employees studied obtained their positiois
through the Newark high schools, the following recommendation
was made:

Placement bureaus should be very carefully organized In each of the com-
mercial high schools, with a person in charge who can give this definite suPer-
vision and who can establish business contacts with employers for the type of
office worker that the high schools can and should turn out. This placement
bureau should not be a makeshift organization, but definite information regard-
ing all graduates should be on file. This information should be gpecific as
regards the individualhis school record, his personal record, and any char-
acteristics that would enter into the question of employment

Two of the most comprehensive follow-up studies of secondary
,pupils that have been made were completed in Sioux City, Iowa.'
and Yonkers, N. Y. Both surveys reveal that although the gradu-
ates. are finding positions for which they have been trained, there is
need for better guidance and placement service; and that the demand
for graduates who have had retail training or who can operate
different kinds of office equipment is increasing. The latter study
contains an analysis of the duties of the graduates and a report on
personality traits.

I Occupational Survey of Commercial Graduates, Dropouts and Evening School Pupils
in Pittsburgh High Schools. Curriculum Study and Educational Research
4 : 163-92, MarchApril, 1980.

I Newark (N. J.) Board of Education. Report on the Survey of (item mow! Is
Newark, N. J. Newark, Board of Education, 1030. 10 pp. (Mimeographed.)

Trailer, Bina Mae. A Follow-up Study of Commercial Graduates with Beeped to. Shorthand, Mice Training, Bookkeeping, and Salesmanship. Master's Thesis, 1980.
School of Education, Northwestern University, Chicago, Ill. 110 pp. (Minaeographad4

6 Worthington, E. E. Educational Adjustments for a Metropolitan District Commercial
High school as Based on Employment Experiences of Its Graduates. Master's The&
1929. School of Bducatios, New York University, New York, N. Y. 70 pp, (Type-
written.)
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* COMMOTAL EDVCATION

The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, through its bureau of
business .research, conducted cooperatively with the National Feder-
ation of Biisiness and Professional Women's Clubs, an occupational
survey of the 46,760 members of the federation. Usable returns were
received from 14,858. The first of a series of reports analyzing the
present occupational status of the group was peblished in 1930.6
Fifty-five per cent of the women were in clerical, stenographic, and
sales positions. Some of the findings of the study ate : With fev.ir

exceptions, women in business and the professions are not highly
paid; the chances of high earnings are very much greater for women
working in commercial and manufacturing organizations than for
those employed in educational institutions, with women in sales and
publicity work having a higher average than either of these two;
and women who have been graduated from a college or university
are earning more in every kind of work than women with less
education.

Dr. Clarence S. /oakum conducted a study of the University of
Michigan graduates wto had majored in accounting.' Among the
findings are: The average initial salaries in accounting positions are
below those in comparaMe business positions; 16 per cent of the
graduates progressed three times as rapidly in salary increases as
did the slowest 16 per cent, during the period covered by this study;
the average length of service in each of the first four positions held
after leaving the university is about 18 months; and the, average
length of service with a particular company is 25 months.

During the past two years, Dr. C. O. Ruggles, graduate school of
business administration, Harvard University, directed a surveys of
university education for public-utility positions. Some of the find-
ings of the survey are: Higher institutions should provide a more
adequatizt program (not necessarily more courses) to prepare gradu-
ates for positions in public-utility companies; higher institutions
should study carefully the possibilities for more effective cooTdina-
tion of business witir engineering and law; a limited number of
higher institutions °should consider offering short courses for em-
ployed personnel; and industry should cooperate in the development
of improved guidance, training, placement, and research programs.

The Yale survey on transportati9n, which was cimpleted one year
prior to the making of the survey on public utilities, revealed that
the railroad executives were not interested in employing college grad-
OMIr

*Dillon, Margaret, and Manson, Grace EL Darnings of Women in Business and the
Pmfessions. Ann Arbor, University of Michigan, 1980. 215 pjx (Mkhisan Business
Studies, vol. iii, no. L)

Business and the Yoqpg Accountant Ann Arbor, University a Michigan, 1929. 42
pp. (Michigan Business etudieo, voL II, no. ill.)

s Public 17411006. New to*, Natimional Meet& Light Amociatiou, 1928. 154 pp,
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uates and that there was inadequate cooperation between industry
and higher institutions in the training and researFh programs per.
taining to transportation.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT SURVEYS

One of the developments growing out of the commercial occupa-tion surveys has been the making of office equipment studies. The
increased use of -different kinds of office equipment emphasize the
necessity of investigating to what extent instruction should be givenon office machines in the schools. Communities developing new
syllabi for machine instruction, have found it necessary to study the
kinds and amounts of equipment used in local offices of different
sizes and types ; the extent of the use of the equipment; difficultiesin learning to operate the equipment; the production standards ofthe operators; where the employees learned to operate the equip-
ment; and the age, sex, amount of training, and business experienceof the operators. The chief problem is to determine what phases ofinstruction on office equipment should be given in the schools andwhat phases can be learned satisfactorily on the job.

Winifred G. West, in one of the best office ecinment surveys thathas been made,' recommends the introduction of machine operating
courses for credit in the secondary schools. She analyzes the costof different plans for offering the courses; suggests a program forteaching the courses; recommends that the teachers be efficient intheir ability to give instruction in the operation of the differentmachines provided (because commercial teachers generally are notprepared to teach machine operating) and emphasizes the necessityof development of closer cooperation with business men in the train-ing and placing of the opentors and in kéeping the equipment upto date.

Lloyd H. Swart, in The Place of Office Machines in the Commer-cial Curriculum, which is a report of his study made in Rochester,N. Y., analyzes the need for instruction on office machiAes as follows:
When a business has grown to the size warranting machines to handle thework skilled operators are needed. Most firma, as iiclicated by this survey,desire to secure trained operators and believe they should be taught in school.* To meei this situation the manufacturers of nearly all the machinesmaintain schools in the local sales alma A tuition sufficient to wore thecost of maintaining the school is charged and the company mecums positivefor those who complete the course.

aOnly a small traction of the students taking commercial work la the second-ary schools can afford to pursue doe a course in some school maintained by s
*west, Wintfref Cilwendolyst Burro. of Wadding and Appliances Other Was TM.wrItsra Used la Indianapolis Business Mess, Ida 11.4eosiuneadaliogie fOr tile Tribally' etProspective Operators. Maoists This, MO. Imam Mittersie, Moomingten.
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manufacturer. If they did, the instruction would only be on that one particu-
lar machine, whereas the student should be familiar with more than one.

Education is provided to enable pupils to become useful members of
society. Thb commercial curriculum is not meeting this standard unless it
includes instruction on those machines which are commonly used.

The definite place of office machine instruction in the commercial curriculum
is a matter of administration. * * Probably the greatest objection to an
office machine program is the cost of the equipment. It is true that this type
of equipment is expensive. However, a full complement of machines for an
office machine class would not exceed the cost of two ladies in a well-equipped
machine-shop class. * * If education is to serve its purpose, it must
meet the needs of the boys and girls in the field of commerce as well as those
in any other field of vocational work,

An excellent example of a continuous office equipment survey for
the purpose qf determining what additional equipment is necessary
for maintaining appropriate instruction in office practice is under the
direction of Miss Ray Abrams, principal, Boys High School of Com-
merce, New Orleans,La. The initial investigation was made in 1925
and was foilowed in 1926, 1927, and 1930 by surveys, each of which
covered additional items. As a result of obtaining a better under-
standing of the need for training on office machines additional units
of instruction were added and some of the units were lengthened,
thereby increasing the length of the course from one to two semesters.
In revising the course special attention was given to the kind of
machine instruction that should be emphasized in each of the
d i fferent curricula,

Louis A. Rice made a surveydrf the office practice courses in the
New Jersey high schools." .Finding that only half of the schools
offer machine operating courses he concludès fiat although the
larger schools need a greater quantity of each kind of office machines
the small high schools need at least a variety of office equipment. In
his report he states that the study " reveals a dearth of especially
*equipped laboratories for office practice. Such rooms are particu-
larly desirable in the larger schools where a large amount of applied
work is done and wfiere many business activities could be taught in a
more real setting if certain furniture and equipment were provided."
He makes an appeal for the development of office practice courses
for credit, pointing out very clearly the advantages of such courses
to the pupils, the school in general, and the business community.
An office practice syllabus, issued by the State department of educa-
tion, and bailed partly on the survey findings, contains recommenda-
tions regarding minimum equipment aild equipment. for subsequent
purchase.

1* geport of a Survey of Ogee Practice in the New Jersey Bleb Schools, 192040.
Trenton, State Department of Public Instruction, 111%. 6, 1981. (Babas. Education
Letter No. &) libieograpbed.
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Progressive teachers in many other cities have made similar inves-
tigations. A survey report from Sioux City, Iowa, concludes: " It
is very evident that there is a strong demand for a knowledge of
machines and that a school is not functioning unless it equips the
stpdents with such knowledge." A study of the graduates from the
commercial departments of the high schools in Terre Haute, Ind.,
who are employed in local offices, shows that a higher percentage
of them were required to know office practice and typewriting than
any other commercial subjects. One of the recommendations of a
survey in Yonkers, N. Y., is that ).pupils be prepared to operáte
office machines and that additional equipment be installed to meet
the demand for this type of training. An office equipment 'survey has
been planned in Detroit, Mich. Without exception, investigations
of this type emphasize the need for instruction on office equipment.

JOB ANALYSES

The analysis of the duties of junior business workers in Cleveland,
Ohio, by W. L. Connor and L. L. Jones," is an outstanding research
study in curriculum revision of the past two years. Such items as
frequency of the duties, importance, difficulty, where learned and
where they should be learned were iecluded in the report. The
teaching units that were recommended were listed under the follow-
ing headings to indicate the level of mastery that should be attained:
" Practice until automatic "; " Disqpss in class until thoroughly un-
derstood "; and " Mention in classInd in reference material." The
Cleveland (Ohio) Board of Education and the office-managers group
of the National Association of Credit Men, in that city, cooperatedin the making of the investigation. In addition to this study, the
board of education of that city through its committee on bookkeeping
made a very thorough analysis of the duties of bookkeepers f which
was the basis of a revision of the local course of study published in
1928.

Two worthy contributions anajyzing secretarial duties reported
during the biennium were made by B. Frank Kyker," and Beatrice
Doerschuk" The former analyzed the duties of 222 stenographers
in offices employing from i to 300 stenographers, representing 25
kinds of business, located in 68 cities in 24 States. He found a " defi-
nite tendency for a duty to be learned on the job as the number
performing it decreases. Conversely, as the number performing s

u*A Scientific Study in Curriculum Making for Junior Çourses in Business Edema"New York, Gregg Publishing Co., 1929. 144 pp.
Is The commercial Curriculum. New York, Tbe Gregg Publishing Co., 1980. 74 pp.u The woman Secretary _1* Proceedings of the fifth annual igeeting of the NationalAssociation of Appointment iecretartes, Boston, Mass., 1928. pp. 1147.
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duty increases, there is a tendency for it to be taught ine school."
Four years of high-school training, including a commercial course,
was almost universally considered a minimum requirement for ste-
nographers. The investigation which was made as a graduate thesis
contains valuable material for the revision of stenographic courses of
study.

An occupational survey and job analysis of commercial pupils in
the Philadelphia (Pa.) continuation schools was conducted by John
G. Kirk, director of commercial education, for the board of educa-
tion of that city. The author states:

The primary problem was to determine the frequency of performance of
each duty by junior workers in the various businesses in which the continu-'
ation school boys are employed and to use the results in revising the order of
the topics in the course of study. * * * Teaching the duties required in
business of junior workers in the order of frequency of performance is very
essential in a continuation school because we do not know exactly how long the
pupil will remain.

The report, which appeared in the November, 1928, and January
and February, 1929, issues of the Journal of Business Education,
should be most helpful in revising the curricula in the continuation
schools.

Satisfactory analyses of the duties performed lea naturally to a
new emphasis on the selection of content, standards of performance
of the 'various duties, and experimentation in the techniques of
instruction. Many of the best studies of the latter types were made
during thebiennium. Recent city, State, and regional investigations
reveal that the gtandards of attainmtnt as set forth in courses of
study are much higher than the actual standar4 Heretofore the
cotirse-of-study standards have been based chiefly on opinions.
Studies that are helpful in establishing standards in shorthand and
typewriting are by A. E. Bullock, director of commercial education,
Los Angeles, Calif, involving some 2,000 pupils; by L. A. Rice, of
the State department of education, Trenton, N. J., pertaining to 89
public- high schools of that State; by Vernal H. Carmichael, of the
Ball State Tiachers College, Muncie, Ind.,-wconcerning 6,396 pupils
in 178 high schools of that State; by C. B. Owens, pf the Baltimore
City College, Baltimore, Md., relating to approximately 10,000 high-
school pupils in 19 States; and by John G. Kirk."

Among other worthy studies completed or in Peogress during the
past two years are those conducted in Chicago, Ill.; " Minneapolis,

Selecting Standards for Shorthand Transcription. Journal of Business Education,
: 18-19, June, 1929.
a Chicago (Ili) 'Board of Education. Vocational Guidance Bureau. A Study of Clerical

Positions for Boys in Liege Chicago Offices. Memo, Board of Education, 1928, lid pp.
(Ocetintions1 etudes No. US.)
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Minn. i16 New Castle, Pa. ; 11 Terre Haute, Ind. ; Newton, Mass.; Los
Angeles, Calif.; Boston, Mass.; and Providehce, R L Dean J. A.
Bexell, of the school of commerce, Oregon Agricultural College,
Corvallis, is following up 1,200 graduates from the business curricula
of that iLstitution. Dr. F. W. Taussig, of Harvard University, ismaking a study of the vocatioal, social and economic background,
and other factors of approximately 15,000 successful business men.In general, the recent studies are characterized not only by the
large number of employees and pupils -studied but also by the large
number of problems investigated in each study. Although much of
the emphasis luis been placed on personality traits, analysis of initial
positions, and sequence of the positions held by the drop-outs and
graduates, a most hopeful trend is toward refinements in the selection
of content and in tht techniques of instruction. The many excellent
investigations in this field are indicative of the new leadership among
the commercial teachers and of a trend toward a more progressive
and professional policy of certain boards of education and business
men's organizations, particularly as regards the program for educa-
tion °for business. The editors of the Balance Sheet and the Journal
of Business Education have encouraged the making of various types
of curriculum studies.

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS

The rather general introduction of general business information
and typewriting courses is the most important development of com-
mercial education in the junior high school. The chief refinement in
the former type of course is that in addition to retaining vocational
objectives for the commercial pupils there i a rapidly growing em-
phasis on nonvocational objectives and aihtent. Prior to the past
two years most of the courses had been designed in accordance with
exploratory objectives, the needs of drop-outs seeking junior employ-
ment, and the needs of those who expected to continue in the senior
courses. Recent investigations, however, revealing that pupils remain
in school longer and that all need general business information, war-
rant the organization of instructional units designed for all pupils.
In fact, the new objective is to raise the general citizenship standard
of economic ,and business information, which objective has been spon-
sored by all important committees and commissions reporting on
social science or business education. The division of research, board

" Wright, Barbara, 11., ed. A Follow-up Study of Stenographers and Mice Workers,
Vocational Guidance Bulletin (Minneapolis Public Schools), 4 : 2-4, January, 1980.

n Book, Harry D. Adjusting the High-School Curriculum to the Needs of the Com-munity A Report with Recommendations, Made by the Commerdal Curriculum Committeeof the New Castle, Pa., Public Schools. Cincinnati, 8outh-W(4am PuSishing29 pp.
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of education, Cleveland, Ohio, conducted a recent study to determine
to what extent the vocational junior business training should be
emphasized in each of the several junior high schools of that city.

The general-busipess information course has been very satisfac-
torily adjusted to the schedules in small as well as in large schools.
Almost without exception, those schools that have been devoting one
year to this subject expect to retain the present allowance. Ordi-
narily, as the new subject was introduced and taught by a teacher
who had no previous experience teaching this subject, it was offered
as a 1-semester course; it is generally lengthened to a 2-semester
course in the large and average size schools as soon as the teacher has
acquired experience in teaching the subject. Other factors that have
Contributed to the lengthening of the time devoted to this subject
are: The distribution of carefully developed teachers' manuals, prac-

qice sets, objective tests, and supplementary materials; and the intro-
duction of special-methods courses in the teacher-training institu-
tions. During the biennium; Philadelphia, Pa., has been planning to
expand its 3-semester course in this subject to a 4-semester course.

The dominant interest in the secondary school centers around
curriculum revision., One State and many cities, that prior to the
past two years had not prepared syllabi for the commercial subjects,
appointed course-of-study committees. In other instances veity
meager outlines for the courses were merely rewritten with very
little or no improvement. The reorganization of the cur-ricula and
the preparation of syllabi for the various commercial subjects have
seldom been based on the findingrof research. Although there are
a few excellent contributions, there is much evidence of a lack of
availability of, or familiarity with, research reports dealing with
business occupations, selection and sequence of instructional units,
and pupil learning. In fact, the chief value growing out of much of
the effort in curriculum revision has been the in-service training ob-
tained by the teachers. The plan used in Indiana and proposed in
North Carolina of offering summer-school courses with credit to
course-of-study committees should prove beneficial in öther States.

In addition to revising the courses of study for the traditional
subjects man,y of the city and State departments of education pre-
pared outlines. for recently introduded subjects such as general busi-
ness science or junior business training, office practice or machine
operating, and retail . training. Among the . outstanding contribu-
tions, wero the, syllabi prepared for the eltates of Ifidiana, New Jer-
sey, New Twirl...10"k and Pennsylvania. Some of tile cities that
reviged,--g :ire,...revigtog,, their courpoi' of study are:, Lon Angeles"
Oaklandi and Paaidens, CAUL.; ghiosvgth Peoria)
and R9014d.94 14.11)0.1041:1114 Eliati,Ifieh lious!pa and Dap%
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Tex.; Cleveland and Cleveland Heights, Ohio; Kansas City, Mo.
Denver, Colo.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Tacoma, Wash.; Wilmington., Del.;
Louisville, 'Ky.; Savannah, Ga.; Sioux City, Iowa; ringfield,
Somerville, and Riven, Mass.; and Charleston, S. C. It addition
the State Department of Education of California issued's bulletin
on the objectives and offerings in business education, and the State
supervisor of commercial education in Texas prepared a bulletin on
the teaching of commercial subjects.

The pronounced upgrading of secondary commercial courses is
indicative of the changing r6le of the high' school iin the business
education program. If the upgrading trend of the past 10 years
proceeds during the next decade a large portion of the vocational
training will have to be done in intensive postgraduate courses.
Pursuant to the introduction of commercial subjects in approxi-
mately 10,000 high schools and,the development of improved person-
nel management, particularly in the large offices, the upgrading of
the commercial courses was the next rogical step. Ufiemployment
situations during the past two years emphasized the desirability of
promoting the postsecondary courses. The survey of Rutgers Uni-
versity and all recent senior commercial occupatiou investigations
reveal a marked increase in the demand for employees with business
training who have had some education in iddition to that riormally
provided in the 4-year high school. In accordance with thep findings
of these investigations many citie4 organized intensive postgraduate
or intensive advanced courses, particularly in secretarial training.
As the courses grew in popularity accounting, machine operating, and
retail training were sometimes added. The curricula varied from6 to 12 months in length. The cities that have showed the best
leadership in this development are without exception those cities
having high schools of commerce or supervisors of commercial edu-
cation. In addition to a large number of smaller citie.s, the follow-
ing introduced or expanded their offerings in the postgraduate
curricula : Chicago, Ill., Detroit and Grand Rapids, Mich.,- Los
Angeles, Calif., and New Orleans, La.

Among other significant changes in the senior high school program
are the rapid introduction of secretarial practice courses, and the
gradual development of machine operating courses and retail train-
ing curricula, all of which are urgently needed. Musing the period
in which the ninth and tenth grade stenographic courses were movedup to the eleventh and twelfth grades it was generally believed thatthe additional mMurity and hackgrolind training of the pupils
would enable the schools to meet the increseingly 'high
of the business positions. Otudiee of *stud attainment 111 the ha&
room and analyses of the (bides of kdioloh, plate' weft tbii '144 t
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.

important factors in emphasizing the necessity of advanced tran-
scription and office practice in addition to the regular amount of
time devoted to the courses in shorthand and typewriting. In fact,
the experience of the placement bureaus indicate that a thorough
course in seCretarial practice is rapidly becoming one of the mini-
mum essentials for the better types of stenographic positions. The
more progressive schools have introduced from one to two semesters
of this subject. The editors of all of the business educatipn maga-
zine's, particularly the editors of the American Shorthand Teacher
and the Rowe Budget, have actively promoted the advanced types
of secretarial practice courses.

The high schools have been far more conservative in the introduc-
tion of various types of office equipment than in introducing equip-
ment for other vocational curricula. The office equipment companiefi
4cl not promote courses in machine operating to the extent that
the typewriter companies and publishers encouraged the introduc-
tion of stenographic and bookkeeping courses. In fact, practically
all of the equipment companies found it necessary to maintain
schools in connection with their sales offices for the purpose of train-
ing operators to meet satisfactorily the employment standards of
the local business meri. With very few exceptions, commercial
teacher-training institutions have not attempted to prepare teachers
for machine-operating courses. Well-qualified instructors of such
courses are scarce. Each yetr, however, additional progressive
teachers are taking the courses offered by the equipment companies
and are obtaining practical experience as operators of the machines
during the summer vacations. 'The 12cal equipment surveys reieal-
ing the rapid introduction of various kinds of machines in the offices,
together with such studies as A New Conception of Office Practice,
by F. G. Nichols, of Harvard University, have been very helpful in
promoting courses in this field.

The machine operating courses are in variou§ stages of develop-
ment. These coqrses ordinarily begin with the placing of one or
more machines in bookkeeping and typewriting classrooms. In this
stage the pupil-learning is more accidental than planned. In the
second stage one or two semesters of office practice are offered. Due
to the limitations on the number and kinds of machines available
and the amount of time to be devoted to each machine, the objective
is to provide general knowledge of different kinds of equipment.
The third stage involves the organization of a vocational curriculum
in machine operating and vocational training on those machines that
should be taught to pupils majoring in bookkeeping or stenography.
The pommercial high school. at Providence, R I., offers majors and
minors in machine operating. An outOanding example of the de-.

.
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velopment of these courses is at the John Hay High School, Clove-
land, Ohio. Such courses broaden most remarkably the pótehtial
scope of the business training program and make possible better
guidance and placement serVice.

The retail training program lags far behind other phases 'of sec-
ondary commercial education. The preparation of guidance mate-
rial based on initial and promotional opportunities in local sales;posi-
tions is the first essential in breaking down traditional prejuaices
and in obtaining the confidence of pupils and parents. PeOle
generally flave not been educated to believe that the retail store
offers worthy opportunities for young workers or gives the proper
social standing. Comparatively few commercial teachers are pre-
pared by training and business experience to teach retail training
courses. In many communities the_ merchants and school adminis-
trators have not been convinced of the possibilities and desirability
of training for distrjPutive occupations. As a result, well-developed
programs in this field are exceptional even in the large cities. The
Programs in Los Angeles, Calif., Boston, Mass.," and a few other
cities are excellent examples of what full-time supervisors of retail
training can accomplish.

The American Vocational Association recognized the need for the
general introduction of retail training courses and requested the
Federal Board for Vocational Education to make a study of the
problems involved. In addition to conducting the study as requested,
the latter organization, in cooperation with interested trade associa-
tions, prepared manuals for the training of employees in meat
markets and grocery stores. A. recent study of salesmanship courses
in selected high schools was reported by R. G. Walters." Statistics
of the Office of Education show that fewer than 500 public high
schools offer courses in salesmanship. The inaications are that no
rapid progress will be made until the national and local merchants'
associations take an active interest in improved instruction, more
efficient personnel in the stores, and better service of the stores to
the communities; and stimulate their members to cooperate with the
schools in establishing and maintaining appropriate training pro-
grams. Because of the shortage of trained teachers in this field, the
development of effective pmgrams may require many years after
earnest efforts are made to establish them.

Reports of the past two years tend to minimize the difficulties and
praise the merits of cooperative part4ime courses for commercial

11 Rowse, E. J. They Eittidy Merchandising Behind the Counter. Journal of BusinessEducation, 3 : 13-19, March, 1930.
30 Public Schools That Tomb Stileamanship. Journal of Du:Muss Education, 4: 27-18,86, September, 1980.
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pupils. A. study 2° reported during the biennium indicates that a
group of cooperative part-time students made as satisfactory, if not
more satisfactory, adjustment to their occupations than did a non-
cooperative group. Wilmington, Del., broadened its cooperative
program to include..all commercial curricula and extended the plap
from one to two semesters of the senior year. In Boston, Mass.,
different cooperative plans were in operation in the various schools
so that pupils desiring a particular plan could select their schools
accordingly. In order to appraise the program in Los Angeles,
Calif., a follow-up study of the cooperative students for the past
nine years was undertaken. One advantage of the cooperative plan
is that it focuses, to a greater extent than any other plan, attention
oi pupils, teachers, and employers on the necessity of definite voca-
tional objectives and content and on problems of guidance, occupa-
tional adjustment, and follow up. Althougg many communities
maintained part-time classes for commercial pupils, only 11 cities
in 7 States received Federal aid in 1928 for such classes, in 'which
1,146 pupils were enrolled.21

The high schools of commerce for the past 10 years, particularly
during the period covered by this report, haire been far more pro-
gressive than any other type of organization fil.introducing improved
programs for guidance, placement, and follow up of commercial
pupils; in apPlying the findings of curriculum ro. arch by introduc-
ing new 'courses and new curricula,, such as machine operating and
retail training; in organizing postgraduate curricula; in s'breaking
down the rigid traditional concept of commercial education; and in
conveying to school administrators in general the significance of
these phases of urban education. In fact, the programs in these
schools are many years in advance of those of the cosmopolitan
schools comparable in size. Unfortunately miNli of the literature
pertaining to the high school of commerce has bkn written by per-
sons who did not understand or appreciate the maSv possibilities of
this type of school.

The following statements taken from the 1930 reorts of Dr. E. J.
McNamara, Dr. Allan Davis, and Walter B. Spender, principals of,
high schools of commerce in New York, Washingto4 D. C., and New
Haven, Conn., respectively, indicate some of the ossibi1ities and
.contributions of the specialized school:

in the past actdeink students have been recOmmended \to business men
because of their habits and attitudes, and the commercial-schaol students have

°Arnold, Prank J. A Comparative Study of Educational Results of it Cooperative Corn-mental Group in Secondary Education. Master's Thesis, 1929. New\ Xork University,New York, N. Y.
United Rates. 'Federal Board for Vocational Education. Coopers Part-Tisne Edu-

cation. 'Washington, Government Printing Office, 1028. $5 pp. (I ed. Bull. No. isoTrade and Industrial Serisk No 8&)
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been reCommended upon the skillg that have been taught. Neither is sufficient.
The high school of commerce offers a much better opportunity to develop these
habits that the business man prizes so much, and at the same time produce the
skills that make the employee more valuable.

Practically all thesubjects that now constitute a part of business educationhare come through initiative and trial on the part of the business high school.
Concurrently with the introduction of new subjects there has been a develop-
ment of teaching methods which, in the nature of the case, took place first and
most thoroughly in the commercial high school.

One practical and vital advantage of the high school of commerce is that itcan give more extended and intensive training in commercial subjects than can
be given in the regular high school. Only recently, however, have,some of these
schools seen their opportunity.

A separate school of commvree can usually secure better equipment and moreof it than when its budget has to be a part of the general high-school system.
In addition to the advantages of supervision, especially trained administrative
leaders ean be selected as principals.

tiRECENT SURVEYS OF COMMERCIAL EDUCATION

To obtain a basis on which to make recommendations for devel-
oping more appropriate and effective programs of commercial educa-
tion, many city and State surveys have been made. More studies of
this type were completed and were ip Progress during the biennium
than had been completed prior to the 2-year period. Inasmuch as
the general city and State surveys of education, havenot normally
included commercial educatiön, the newer type of college-trained
commercial teachers have been determined to state the facts 'regard-
ing the present status and special probkms in secondary commercial
education and commercial teacher training. One of the motivating
forces inaathe making of these surveys is the realization that the indi-

Jommercial teacher is in a rather helpless situation except
when certain maladjustments in his field are revealed on a city or
state-wide basis. The' most unfortunate feature of these studies is
that they have been made chiefly by graduate students on their own
initiative rather than by or under the direction of agencies that are
in a position to bring about desired improvements. In general, these
studies contain much criticism and many constructive'suggestions for
the improvement of business education. The state-wide studies
reveal :

*ti

1. The commercial courses are dominated by traditional practices borrowed
from the private business schools.

.2. There is much variation in the curriculum practides Including the numberof commercial units required for graduation from the commercial curricula.8. There is a very definite need for broadening the scope or the commercial
curricula both% the large and small communities.

4. Except in cities having high schools of commerce and in cities and
States having directors of cotnmercial education practically nothing has bees
done to establish and maintain satisfactory standards In the commercial
subjects,
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5. Very few schools have idequate equipment for machine operating courses,
and very few offer retail training.

G. Only the most progressive schools have established placement and follow-tip
service.

7. The a s : bilities of the high-school courses either for vocational or non-
vocational pu : have not been perceived, or, if they have been perceived,
that perception has not been expressed by an adequate program.

The most comprehensive of all state-wide surveys of commercial
education was made in Mipnesota.0 The author states: " The gen-
eral purpose of this study * js to assist in the search for
objective and trustworthy data which will serve as a basis for the
reorganization and general improvement of commercial education
in the public secondary schools." The investigation includes 14
commercial occupation surveys in Minnesota cities, job analyses of
office workers, statements of value of the commercial subjects as
reported by graduate; preparation of the teachers, and many other
important topics. Among the findings are: Commercial education
is " of fundamental importance in the organization and-administra-
tion 43f public education "; there is increased need for general busi-
ness coLt--;.: for all citizens; there is lack of guidance and placement
service except in Minneapolis ahd St. Paul; the commerciiil teacher-
training facilities are inadequate; the local school administrators
should provide for closer cooperation between the commercial teach-
ers and business men ; and that a State supervisor of commercial
education should be appointed.

Among other outstanding state-wide studieg of the status of sec-
Ondary commercial education that were accepted as graduate theses
during the past two years are those of commercial education in New
Jersey, by L. A. Rice ; in Ohio, by Helen Reynblds; in Indiana, by-
R. C. Sollars; in Tennessee, by J. P. Phillips; in Oklahoma, by R. R.
Tornpkids ; in Montana, by Della A. You/1g; in Colorado, by A. O.
Colvin; and in New Mexico, by H. T. Lehman. Ina. addition, an

An increasingly large number of state-wide studies investigated cur-
ricula and extracurricular problenis and the teaching of specific
commercial subjects. Some of the leading studies of the latter type
were In office practice in New Jersey, by F. W. Loso; elementary
business training in Ni3w York State, by Benjamin R. HaYnes; sales-
manship in Colorado, by: Myrtle Boatman teaching of bookkNping
in California, by G. B. Holmes; teaching of economics in New York
State, by R. S. Kidder; and studies relating to typewriting in Indi-
ana and Wisconsin.

State-viidé'itudiis of the preparation of commercial teaChers their
tiea, the subject combinations which they teach, busine* expe-

*Weaving, V. 7. Iteorganlitanon of Commercial Ndeeitifos fa Pub* 1114 Schools.
Chwinnady flooth-Westera Publishing Como 1929. 1$ ;
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rience of the teachers, their salaries, and related topics, were com-
pleted recently in Illinois, New Jersey, Ohio, Minnesota, 31chittan,
New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. Such
studies provide a basis for closer coordination of the teacher training
and certification requirements. In addition, a number of regional
investigations of the preparation of comffiercial teachers and of
other phases of commercial education were made. A regional study
of the facilities for business education, including commercial teacher
training, and the availability of the business courses to the popula
tion in the Northwest States was conducted by Dean G. F. Cadisch,
of the school of commerce ind business administration, State College
of Washington, Pullman.I survey of commercial education in Buffalo, N. Y.,u revealed that
although Buffalo is a large commercial city it was not maintaining
curricula preparatory to some of the makw types of business posi-
tions ; it was not graduating annually an adijquatesupply of potential
personnel with business training; it had not ma4 commercial edu-
cation available generally to the secondary pupils it had not provided
adequate office equipment for instructional purposes; and it had not
déveloped a retail training program. The most urgent of the recom-
mendations was for the appointmeniftf a director of commercial
education with an ad/equate supervisory staff. In addition it was
recommended that a series of basic studies be conducted on which. to
develop the local program ; that elementary business-information
courses be offered in each of the high schools; and that guidance and
placement service be provided. A study of commerd education
was made also in Boston, Mass., and another study is i i _ in
New York City.

CONTESTS IN COMMERCIAL EDUCATION

The predominating type of contest in sepondary commercial educa-
tion provides for the selection in each high school or cif the best
talent in shorthand, typewriting, bookkeeping, and frequently other
subjects. The winners in the local high schools or regions compete
in the respective State Contests. Usually the State contest is held
under the auspices of the State association of commercial teachers or
one of the State institutions which trains cominercild teachers!.

There is a rapidly growing tendency to question the educational
and social values of the tráditional contests hi commercial subjeqts.
Difficulties of different types arose in their administration. Su4sti-.
tute contests were organized in some States which led to tínpleasant
situation& Interested penons, as well as committees of teachers'

Ignlott, 3. 0. Commercial Dlecation flan Buffalo. 1* Report at Buffalo gaboollarreis
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COM EDUCAMN 25

associations and commercial teacheMtaining institutions sponsoring
th6 contests, othered 'statements bf opiniott frotti commercial teach-
ers and high-schoei principals fttgitirding the advantages and dis-
advantages and certain Malpractices that had developed. As a reset,
many of the States which hid pioireei4éd in the dpvelopment of the
contests discontinued them ; in some other States committes were
appointed to report on methods of improving them and on the
deirelopment of a substitute plan whiCh çould be used for state-wide
supervisory putposes.

The consensus among the leaders is that the contests as now admin-
istered emphasize higher standards for those pupils who are likely
to become contestants instead of emphasizing mtisfactory standards
for all. Another example of faulty objectives and administration is
that the contests emphasize high standards of attailiment in the sep-
arate subjects, such as shorthand and typewriting, instead of voca-
tional standards in transcription. As such practices btbcome general
throughout the country over a long period of years, they result in
the establishment of classroom objectives and procedures that *Fe not
in harmony with the best interests of the pupils, the schools, and
the local business communities. In this connection some of the pro-
fessional contests were discontinued in 1930 because the professional
championship records had not been materially improved for several'
years. Most of the equipment companies discontinued grantiiig
awards for achievement in typewriting. A growing dissatisfaction
among commercial teachers and school administrators regarding con-
tests and the changed attitude of the equipment companies have
contributed to the development of the every-pupil or state-wide
testing program.

The Wisconsin survey of pupil achievement spoLsored by the
State Teachers College, Whitewater, is the best example of the
replacing of the traditional contests with the new supervisory
device. The institution is to be complimented (in such progressive
leadership. For 10 years that college had sponsored the contests
in Wisconsin. In 1929 the committee in charge decided to abandon
the contests and tv substitute the every-pupil or state-wide- testing
program. The survey was planned to ascertain the degree of accom-
plishment which now obtains in each of the several commercial sub-
jects offered in the high schools of the State, with the following
objectives in view : (1) To furnish data wherewith any school may
rate it4.work by that of others, (2) to provide a basis for suggesting
Werovement in accomplishment, and (a) to establish standards
coulmensurate with the requirements of business. Other States ad-
heripg. to thq .traclitio,nal plan wquid profit by a study of the
advautAges of the.nise9nsin *a, puticuladi as regards the paten.
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tial supervisory value of the findings." Every-p4i1 tests in short-
hand and typewriting were given in Kansas, and a state-wide testing
program in typewriting was conducted in California. The Balk-
State Teachers College, Muncie, hid., prepared tests for a state-wide
survey in practically all commercial subjects, similar to the survey
administeeed in Wisconsin.

DEVELOPMENTS IN CITY AND STATE SUPERVISION

The greatest need in secondary commercial education is an ade-
quate program of city and State' supervision. This fact has been
emphasized by every major trend of the past 10 years. The con-
sensus of opinion among the leaders is that each city and State
survey of commercial education reveals an urgent need for the
immediate aPpointment of directors and one or more supervisors
in the large commercial cities and States. They believe that in
many other States one of the high-school supervisors should be se-
lected, as has been done in a few instances, because of his special
preparation to assist in organizing business education programs.
The percentage of seeondary-school principals that are specially
trained in commercial education and otherwise qualified, according
to the leaders in this field, should bear some semblance to the per-
'centage of secondary-school pupils enrolled in the commercial
curricula so that the many urgent problems would receive more and
better administrative attention.

Resolutions of the commercial teachers' associations requesting
the development of supervisory programs have called attention to
the increasingly large number of pupils enrolled in the commercial
curricula and an accumulation of problem inherited with the tradi-
tional program. The number of pupils in these curricula exceeds
the total number in the trade and industrial, holm economics, and
agricultural curricula. There was but one State director of com-
mercial education in 1920. There were only four in i980. Other
noncommercial vocational curricula had 112 State directors and su-
pervisors in 1920 and 216 in 1980. Approximately the same ratio
obtains -in the city departments of education. Inasmuch as com-
mercial education has 51 per cent otthe vocational pupils and less
than 2 per cent of the supervisors, Tt is, so far as supervisors is
concerned, a neglected phase of vocational education.
if commercial teachers generally have a far more dillicult tat* than
most other types of vocational instructors. Ordinarily -they have
more subjects and semesters of subjects to tetch, the shwa of the
cluses exceed those in otter vocational subjects; they hivo been,
handicapped by a -shortage of 'adeggite teacher-trainipg facilities;*
they find it very .difficitat to bring about desired 'chiliges;" thtroe
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COMMERCIAL EDUCATION 27

responsible not only for training, but for guidance, placement, and
follow up of pupils; the .requirements of the positions for which
they prepare pupils are changing rapidly; and there is a very defi-
nite check on the product of the commercial departments. A study
of these and other factors reveals that no phase of secondary educa-
tion has a larger number of problems and receives less supervisory
attention. Nevetthelegs, the leaders are agreed that the pupils,
parents, and ultimate employers have the right to expect a type of
program and supervision equivalent tki, that in other vocational fields.
The failure to develop supervisory programs results in undue hard-
ships on/commercial teachers and postpones the elimination of waste
in the traditional program.

More progress was made during the biennium in develdping State
supervisory programs for commercial education than had been made
in the history of this phase of eduCation in this country. A number
of cities and States created supervisory positions and immediately
developed excellent programs in this field. According to a special
report from Dr. Ira W. Kibby, newly appointed supervisor in Cali-
fornia, the only apparent way in which business courses can be prop-
erly coordinated and adequate norms of accomplishment established
is through State assistance. During the first two years of the pro-
gram in that State many worthy projects were completed :

1. New standards were established for the certification of commercial teach-
ers, including practice teaching and business experience.

2. A. series of conferences on business education in the junior college was con-
ducted and a Study was made of the percentage of students enrolling in the
Junior college. who enter the universities.

8. A study of the subject and curriculum enrollmeits in the secondary schools
was conducted.

4. A study of standards of accompUshment for school credit was completed.
5. A State-wide typewriting test was administered to 45,000 students.
& Committees were organised in cooperation with the California Commercial

Teachers' Association for the purpose of making studies of student follow up,
retail training, commercial arithmetic, and penmanship. ,

Many phases of the supervisory program iii New York State have
reference to the Regents examinations. I statement, prepared by
Clinton A. Reed; supervisor in that State, indicates :

1. The &year commerciaL teacher-training program was discontinued.
A 4-year training program was organized. The new plan_ provides for the con-
centration of all State preparation of commercial teachers at the New York
State College for Teachers, Albany.

2. The supervisor cooperated with the authorities of the New York City
public schools in the revision of license requirements for commercial teachers.

& The requirements for State high-school diploma in commercial subjects
were revised.

4. Programs were prepared for commercial education in small high schools.

40,
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5. New materials were prepared regarding objectives, standards, and tests
in shorthand, typewriting, bookkeeping, commercial law, and business English.

6. Reading lists for business English were compiled and distributed.
7. Improvements were made in the programs of the commercial teachers'

associations.
8. A study was made of the conditions in the private business schools in

New York. The supervisor assisted in forming an organization of the owners
and managers of these schools.

An ,excellent example of a newly inaugurated State program for
commercial education is in New Jersey. The 1928-1930 report of
L. A. Rice, in charge of commercial education in the State depart-
ment of public instruction, Trenton, shows:

1. The cowmercial teacher-training curricula in the State Teachers College
were lengthened from three to four years and provisions were made for the
granting of degrees for the completion of thetinew curricula.

2. Certification requirements for commercial teachers were raised from two
to three years of postsecondary training. The State department announced
that after June, 1932, four years of special preparation will be required.

8. The department established for the certification of commercial teachers a
requirement of 10 weeks of approved full-time business experience in addition
to approved practice teaching.

4. Twelve new courses in principles and meth* of teaching' ucommercial
subjects, as well as demonstratiN and observation classes for commercial
teachers, were offered for the first time in the summer session at the State uni-
versity.

5. Extension courses for experienced commercial teachers in different sec-
tions of the State were`offered during the school years.

6. Every year the director visited classes and conferred with the commercial
teachers and school authorities in approximately half of the schools offering
commercial curricula.

7. The director organized and conducted county and regional meetings for
commercial teachers and annual conferences for the.heads of commercial de-
partments in the 28 high schools enrolling 1,000 or more pupils. The director
cooperated with the county associations in organizing follow-up studies of the
drop-outs and graduates from the commercial departments and assisted in con-
ducting studies for the establishment of county standards. He cooperated with
the State association in the organization of State contests.

8. New courses of study tere issued for shorthand, typewriting, bookkeeping,
and elementary business .training. The direct& organized committees to pre-
pare syllabi for other subjects. He cooperated with local schools in developing
local courses of study more closely adapted to their needs.

9. The director conducted investigations of the following topics and reported
them chiefly in the series of business education letters issued by the State
department of public instructionpractlees in the marking of shorthand tran-
scripts and requirements in shorthand and typewriting; achievement in tran-
icription ; New Jersey needs in commercial teacher training ; separate studies
of the preparation of incoming commercial teachers in 1928, 1929, and 140 Abe
combinations of subjects taught by commercial teachers; and comparison of
commercial education in New Jersey in 1928 with the delis of it in 1916.

Reports from the 28 city directors indicate that the greatest
economy that cal be effected in this field is the development of
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supervisory programs. In no instance during the past two years was
a program discontinued. On the contrary, there was a growing ap-
preciation of the many advantages of such leadership. Tho report
of the director of commercial education in Philadelphia 24 reviews, as
does each of his annual reports, some of the progressive steps in the
city supervision of commercial education. Selected activities of the
director in 1928-29 are :

1. Ag.sisied the local universities in organizing special-methods
courses for experienced commercial teachers.

2. Obtained the appointment of two special assistants to provide
better supervision.

3. Conducted studies of failur6 in the different subjects.
4. Inaugurated a retail training program in the continuation

schools and expanded thelterogram in other schools.
5. Conducted a study to supplement text material in shorthand.
The accomplishments of the present supetvisors, increased enroll-

ments, development of new methods of instruction, and many other
factors are creating a new interest in supervision. The best report
on the need and training for leadersiiip in this field was prepared
bY the committee of the American Vocational Association.25 C. C.
Crawford, director of commercial teacher training, State Teachers
College, Valley City, N. Dak., and EJ. I. Good, director, business
department, Hutchinson-Central High School, Buffalo, N. Y., ana-
lyzing in their graduate theses the duties of supervisors of commer-
cial education, contributed much toward the establishment of definite
supervisory programs. Supervisory bulletins, containing reports of
special studies, were issued regularly in 'Philadelphia, Pa., Los
Ingeles, Calif., and Des Moines, Iowa. The latter city has made
outstanding progress in establishing high standards of attainment.
In 1930, Clay IX* Slinker, director of business education in Des
Moines, organized an association of the city and State directors. Mr.
Slinker, who is one of the pioneer directors in this field, was elected
president.

THE PRIVATE BUSINESS scpooLs

Recent developments indicate that the private business school factis
a situation in which market research in its own field is of utmost
importance. Fewer pupils are enrolled in these schools than at any
time since 1910. More private business schools were discontinued

In Philadelphia (Pa.) Board of Public Education. Division of Commercil Education.
Report for the year ended June 80, 1929. Philadelphia, Board of Public Education, 1929.
78 p p,

United States. Federal Board for Vocational Educatle. Training for Leadership in
Commercial Report of the National Committee on Advanced Courses in Voca-
tional Education. Washington, Qoyernment Printing Oaks, 1929. 88 pp. (Fed. Bd.
Bull. Not M, Coate:vial Bet. No. 8.)
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than were organized from 1925 to 1929. Thirty-four per cent of these
schools in operation at the former date had been discontinued by
the latter date. Of those schools that had been organized prior to
1925, 48 per cent reported decreases in their enrollments during
the 4-year period. Yet some of the schools haw grown very rapidly.
In fact, the average enrolhitedts in this type of school increased
from 254 in 1925 to 276 in 1929. To a very large extent the weaker
institutions have been eliminated and the better managed schools
have strengthened their positions. These and other factors empha,
size the desirability of knowing under what conditions such a school
can be established and operated successfully, as well as knowing the,
causes and signs of weakness in established institutions.

During the pastnli)) years the extensipn of the business education
programs hi the ju or and senior, continuation, vocational, and eve-
ning schools has enabled these institutions to meet the needs of many
of the typical groups of pupils that formerly attended the private
business schools. Several thousand additional high schools have
introduced commercial courses. More than 60 per cent of the junior
colleges and more than half of the colleges and universities have
introduced b 'ness curricula. Each refinement in the offerings of
the seconda d higher institutions to meet the needs of additional
groups of pu tends to reduce the percentage of such groups that
are likely to attend private business schools.

In its effort to operate with profit the private business school is
very rapidly developing intensive courses in secretarial training and
accounting for high-school graduates. Such courses are not gen-
erally offered by other schools, although an increasingly large num-
ber of pupils annually desire business training in addition to a
complete high-school course, and although there is an increased de-
mand for the graduates of the advanced type Qf course. Data col-
lected during the biennium reveal that in one State 95 per, cent, and
in many of the States as high as 75 per cent, of the pupils *nrolled
in priva :.,...,Iusiness schools are high-school graduates. Nationally,
two-thirds's f their pupils are graduates from high schools, and many
have had some collegiate training. In fact, the outstanding develop-
ment in these schools is the increase in the pereentage of their pupils
who are graduates of secondary schools.

The financial success of some of the larger and older schools that
accept only high-school graduates tends to promote an upgrading
process but creates additional problems. Much of the pione§ring
in the raising of entrance requirements has been accomplished. Many
of the schools discontinued the soliciting of pupils enrolled in high
schools and sought only, or a higher percentage of, graduates of
secondary schools. One of the associations in this field 04
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during the past two years a campaign to encourage pupils,to cinn-
,plete the.academic course in high school before attending a privato
business school for the business training. Among the chief factors
in the effort to popularize the private business school as a post-
secondary institutiou are: The raising of the requirements for office
positions, the trend toward raising the compulsory school ages, the
increasingly large number of high-school graduates desiring inten-
sive postsecondary training in business subjects, the desire to provide
a higher type of 'graduate for more satisfactory placement in busi-
nest, the inability of the private business schools to meet the stand-
ards set up by the accrediting associations among the secondary
schools; and the probable inability of the private business school to
compete profitably in the future against either the secondary or col.
legiate institutions. While this movement tends to eliminate the
weaker types of pupils and schools it decreases the number of pro-
spective students, thus forcing the private business school to study
the extent to which postsecondary courses and each of a large number
of developments in the secondary schools affect enrollments and costs.
Furthermore, it forces these schools to study more carefully the size
and characteristics of population units that can profitably support
private business schools of different types.

Leadership among the private business schools, which is represented
chiefly by the National Association of Accredited Commercial
Schools, seeks to raise the standards of, and obtain recògnition for,
these schpols. During the past two years this association held many
regional conferences for the purpose of eliminating objectionable
practices and improving administration in general. Through closer
cooperation they have sought to raise the requirements for teachers,
lengthen the courses, and provide better equipment. Prior to the
biennium, the associations, as well as the individual schools, placed
much emphasis on the obtaining of recognition from the State de-
partments of education and the established accrediting agencies.
These efforts have been continued, but available data show that more
of the 'Private business schools were taken off the lists of commercial
teacher-training institutions approved by State departménts of edu-
cation than were added during the period covered by this report.
Some of the States have eliminated all of the private business schoo3s
from their lists of approved teacher-training institution& Although
a few of the private business schools have sought the approval of the
major accrediting associations of secondary and collegiate instituip
tions, available mcoras show none obtained such approval. During
the past two years.many of the private business schools have adver-
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tised that their courses were approved directly or indirectly by the
Office of Education, but this office does not approve business courses
in these schools.

A minority of the private business schools sought, and in a few
cases obtained, the privilege of granting degrees normally offered
only by 4-year colleges and universities which maintain arts and
science departments as well as business departments. The larger and
older schools taking the lead in this endeavor are, in general, those
that enroll only high-school graduates and maintain courses at least
12 months in length. Due to the social and professional significance
of the business education degrees, the leaders in business education
hold that the degree should be granted only after completion of four
years of postsecondary training, including training in the arts and
sciences. These leaders have been free in expressing themselves dur-
ing the past two years to the effect that appropriate diplomas should
be granted for the completion of postsecondary curricula devoted
entirely or almost entirely to technical business courses. Many of
the leaders in the private business schools are opposed to the tendency
to seek the privilege of granting collegiate degrees.

THE JUNIOR COLLEGES

Although there were fewer than 300 junior colleges, the terminal
functions which they are serving force attention to a very unfor-
tunate break that exists in most community and State program
for commercial education. The upgrading process Which is taking
place in the office and store occupations emphasizes the necessity of
providing postsecondary offerings for those who do not expect to
graduate from college. The high schools do not ordinarily offer in-
tensive postgraduate courses for commercial students. Colleges and
universitiesbhave so upgraded their offerings that comparatively few
of these institutions offer terminal courses on the junior college level.
In actual practice, therefore, pupils who desire a college education
for business usually pursue the academic or general curricula in the
secondary schools in order to comply with the college entrance
requirements. However, a comparatively small number of pupils
in the ninth and tenth grades ever reach the junior and senior years
of a university at which time the vocational commercial subjects am
made available.

Until recently the junior college has not been an important factor
in the program of education for business. Recent studies emphasize
the fact that the need for terminal commercial curricula on the
junior-college level is many times greater ntuneritally than the need

O
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for 4-year curricula in the collegiate schools of commerce. As a
result, an increasingly large number of junior colleges are offering
terminal curricula for Commercial students. Data were gathered in
1930 regarding the offerings of 241 oft the 286 'junior colleges listed
in the Office of Education Directory. The study reveals that 137
offer a total of 206 curricula in business education. Some of these
institutions offer from two to five curricula in this field. Almost
without exception, the junior colleges that offer commercial subjects
maintain one or more terminal curricula for commercial students.
Furthermore, practically all of these institutions that offer curricula
other than the general or academic offer one or more commercial
curricula.

Not only do the accounting and secretarial curricula predominate
but in most junior colleges the commercial subjects are limited to
these fields. A total of 109 of these schools offer accounting and 96
of them offer curricula emphasizing this subject# Shorthand, type-
writing, and secretaiial subjects are offered by 101 of these institu-
tions and 79 maintain curricula in secretarial training. 'Although
25 offer courses in Inariceting and salesmanship, only 3 offer cur-
ricula in retail selling or store swvice. Of the 241 schools, 187
offer economics; 38 business orgaiiization and management; 5 ma-
chine operation; 5 evening courses; 1 offers part-time training; and
none offers courses by correspondence.

The junior colleges are passing through various stages of develop-
ing appropriate business curricula. The developments are quite
similar to tbise in commercial education in the junior high schools.
Commercial subjects, textbooks, curricula, and teachers have been
borrowed from the high schools and colleges. The first stage of
development in the junior colleges was characterized by the exten-
sion of the secondary commercial education program and the intro-
duction from higher institutions of the traditional courses in eco-
nomics. The chief effort to-day, 'however, is directed toward up-
grading secretarial training and other terminal curricula rather than
toward radical changes from the traditional content and organiza-
tion of secondary education. This dpgrading trend is in harmony
with the groWing demand for persòns with junior-college standards
of business training. Accompanying the latter trend there is a
tendency to drop foreign language and preengineering mathematics
as requirements in the terminal curricula. Approximately one-half
o the schools offering business subjects have introduced back-

courses in business. Only 10 junior colleges have entered
the sta.ge a developing junior technical curricula in real estate,
insurance, an4 similar subjects.
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Analyses of the trends and present practices.in the junior colleges
emphasize ihe desirability of basing the business education studies
on local needs. Follow-up studies should be made to clarify the
objectives for both the tennInal and continuing functions. Studies
of the wishes of the students and tables of data regarding drop-outs
would provide additional information im the need for intensive
1-year or 2-year terminal ciwricula. Studies of the employment
needs would show the extent to which vocational curricula should be
offered in insurance, banking, real estate, commercial art, and other
special fields, as well as in secretarial training, accounting, and
salesmanship. These and other types of studies " are necessary for
adjusting junior-college programs to community needs.

TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION OF COMMERCIAL TEACHERS

The outstanding development in commercial teacher training dur-
ing the past 10 years has been the rapid elimination of commercial
teacher-training curricula from the private business schools and the
equally rapid development of such curricula in the teachers colleges
and universities. At the beginning of the decade more students
were graduated annually from these curricula in the private busi-
ness schools than from such curricula in all other types of nstitu-
tions combined. In many States practically all, and, in most States,
a large portion, of the training of commercial teachers was pro-
'ivided by the private business schools. Although the curricula of
these schools did not include the arts and sciences, background
courses in conunerce, and professional courses in education; these
schools taught the traditional commercial subjects and were very
active in seeking teaching positions for their graduates who could
meet the meager requirements for special certificates to teach com-
mercial subjects.

Recent developments in different sections of the country indicate
that the curricula in this field are passing through four stages of
development. The first stage, which is rapidly disappearing, is that
in which the private business schools provide the postsecondary
training necessary to obtain a very low grade of special- gertificate.
The second stage is that in which the normal schools and teachers
colleges introduce the curricula. In this stage the private busiiess
sChools continue to train more commercial teachers than do 'other
types of institutions. The third stage is characterized by a mid
elimination of these curricula in the private business schools and
the equally rapid development of professional curricula in the

II Barnhart E. W. Making Business Curriculums for Junior Collages. /is Second Ireir
book. Eastern Commercial Teachers Association, 1929. pp. 67-82.
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teachers colleges and universities. In the third stage, which is now
most evident, there has been a tendency for the teachers colleges to
specialize in the undergraduate program and for the universities to
emphasize graduate study. The fourth stage is the one in which the
leaders hare the greatest hope and which is developing rapidly. In
this stage those institutions which train secondary teachers of
different subjects, and offer graduate as well as undergraduate
instruction, will predominate.

The many new problems in secondary commercial education are
forcing the higher institutions to tako more interest in the training
of commercial teachers. The colleges' and universities in most States
had refrained from introducing comOrcial teacher-training cur-
ricula so long as the private business schools were recognized by the
State departments of education as agencies 'for the training of
commercial teachers. The higher institutions which had accepted
the responsibilities f6r training teachers of other,secondary subjects
had been aware of a pronounced tendency to let secondary com-
mercial education and commercial teacher training drift. The
teacjiers colleges had been unable to provide enough commercial
teachers. Naturally the private business schools ass'timed no respon-
sibility for seeking improvements in this field. Many 'such factors
warranted investigations into the status and growing problems of
commercial education. These investigations indicated clearly that
any constructive long-term program would be dependent upon an
adequate supply of professionally trained teachers and on the raislig
of certificat+on requirements. Graduate research studies by students
in the university schools of education revealed that commercial
teachers had less professional training and lower certification stand-
ards than teachers of other secondary subjects. Nevertheless, con-
tinuous efforts of the leaders to obtain the introduction of commer-
cial teacher-training curricula in higher institutions that train
teachers of other secondary subjects have met with many administra-
tive and academic prejudices. The test encountered during the
biennium by some progressive university schools of education con-
templating the organizqion of curricula in this field was whether
or not its administrativekndinstructional personnel could lay aside
its traditional prejudices and recognize the urgent need."

Unfortunately, some of the commercial teacher-training curricula
organized in universities during the past two years have been so
designed that they penalize prospectivii commercial teachers and

Maiott, J. O. Administrative Control of Business Teacher Training in Colleges and
Universities Maintaining Schools of Commerce and Education. 1% Third Yearipok
Eastern Commercial Twines' Association, 1930. pp. 199-204.
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that the requirements for graduation are' higher than are nece4sary
to obtain a license to teach commercial subjects within the respective
States. In some instances approximately five years of commercial
teacher training is required for the baccalaureate degree which is
granted for four years of training to students pursuing other teacher-
training curricula; many: institutions reqtfite the espential technical
subjects but grant only partial or no credit for them; and a few
provide for courses to be takert; in institutions that can not meet
even the standards set up by tho'major accrediting associations for
the secondary schools. Curricula designed on such fundamental
falaci have practically no chance for success even though college
degrees are granted. Commercial teacher-training curiicula can
not, on a competitive basis, obtain and hold students if the curricula
are longer, more difficult, and have higher entrance or higher gradua-
tion requirements than other curricula the completion of which
entitle the students to licenses, to teach commercial subjects.28 In
the history of commercial teacher training there are many examples
of universities that made similar errors. Almost without exception,
the curricula failed to attract students. Commercial teachers refuse
to be penalized but instead desire that the Professionar Aquirements
for license be coordinated with carefully established requiremefits
for graduation from the teacher-training curricula.

Some of the criteria used in selecting additional inkitutions- in
which to organize cominercial teaqher-training curricula, particu-
larly as regards the present trend toward the fourth stage of develop-
ment of these curricula, are:

L The institution should be coeducational .or at least both men and lian
should be eligible for enrollment in this curriculum.

2. The institution should be one that la located in or near a commercial and
industrial center so as to make possible a business expence requirement for
graduation from the curriculum and to provide adequate facilities for practice
teaching with a minimum of administrative and other problems.

3. The institution should be one that offers arts and science courses, profes-
sional courses in general and vocational education, and background courses in
commerce to reduce the cost of introducing the curriculum sand to avoid dupli-
cation, but at the same time to provide prospective teachfrs with a background
that is equivalent to that provided for teachers of other tiecondary subjects.

4: The institution should be one that offers the contept courses for credit for
entrance into, and graduation from, the curriculum because It is fundamental
not only that the proopective commercial teacher should not be penalized for

ng necessary training but thatt the content courses be presented in such
a way as to give the best possible direction to the method of ultimat presents-
tion- in the secondary schools.

L. A. Survey of Admission Requirements of Business Teacher-Training insti-
tutions. /a Third yearbook. Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association, 1930. pp.
198-198.
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5. The institution should be one in which the head of the commercial teacher-

tralaing division will have immediate supervision over the content courses
because, using bookkeeping for an example, collegiate courses in accounting
should not be substituted for the secondary content but should be 4u addition
to the secondary content.

6. The institution should be one that offers graduate, undergraduate, and
summer courses and probably extension courses for the purpose of building a
long-term program for buth preparatory and extension services.

Current discussions on ihe specialization of function in the teach-ers colleges and universities place a ne* p-Thasis on factors in the
present and probable future status of tommercial teacher training.
The chief advantage in maintaining the curricula in the teachers col-leges is that the commerce department is relatively independent
and free from administrative decisions colored by academic preju-dices. The outstanding disadvantage is that many of these schools
are designed primarily to train elementary teachers, thus frequently
depriving the commercial teachers of the benefits of background
courses normally provided for the teachers of other secondary- sub-
jects. Furthermore many teachers eolleges are located in small
communities. Because of the belief that commercial teacher-train-
ing curricula should be offered by the universities some teacheis
leges refused to organize, and others refused to expand, these cur-
ricula. A. study conducted by the Office of Education at the request
of the Eastern Commercial Teachers Association, and published inthe 1930 proceedings of that association, reveals that the greatest
handicaps of these curricula in the Colleges and universities are the
complex administrative routine, academic opinions, andthe ease with
which some institutional committee or administrator cail destroy the
effectiveness of the program. The most hopeful phase of the discus-
sions on thiNpoint relates to the limy advantages of maintaining
both the undervaduate and graduate programs in the same univer-
sities. It is obvious also that the organizatioh of such programs will
require much proniotion.

Although the trend is toward developing commercial teacher-train-ing curricula in the universities, the teachers colleges are not only
carrying the burden of undergraduate training but some prOgressive
teachers colleges are assuming many of the responsibilities of a State
program for commercial education. This is particularly true in
States that do not maintain State direAtors in this field. Not onlyhave some of the teachers colleges made/much progress in expanding
and improving their facilities to meet t e' increased demand for com-
mercial teachers but a few pf them are conduetiiig state-wide studiesand ipecial research projects for the inproveinent of commercial edu-
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cation, conducting annual conferences on current proble issuing
bulletins for professional unity and growth, conducting : 1 con-
tests and every-pupil tests, cooperating with the State departments
of education in the revision of the State courses of study, and render-
ing many other types of service to the State.

Among the State teachers colleges that have developed noteworthy
programs for professional leadership within the respective States
are those at Whitewater; Wis., Indiana, Pa., Greeley, Colo., and
Myncie, Ind. The following are extracts from the 1930 report of
the Ball State Teachers College, Muncie, Ind.:

The college cooperated with the State department of education in the revi-
sion of the commercial courses in the State course of study. Much of this
was done in seminar courses under the supervision of the faculty.

A state-wide survey in the teaching of typewriting, instituted by this de-
partment, was used by Vernal H. Carmichael of the faculty, during leave for
graduate study, in arriving at conclusions which have served as a means of
analyzing the typing situation in Indiana.

The Ball State Commerce Journal, a journal devoted to the interest of com-
mercial education in Indiana and elsewhere, made its appearance Novtmber,
1929 * * It contiiins articles dealing with researct and methods in the
field of commercial education.

A conference of commercial teachers is held at this college each February
for the purpose of discussing outstanding problems. *

The annual Indiana State commercial contest is sponsored by the commerce
department. This feature has created an interest in commercial 'education
which has raised the standard in the high schools.

The faculty of the commercial department prepared test questions of the
ob4ective or new-type examination in bookkeeping, shorthand, and typewriting
which were used in a state-wide testing program. * *

Demonstration classes for prospective commercial teachers were organized
at tbe Burris Demonstration School in the fall of 1930. * * Directed
student teaching is administered in the city schools, since it is not intended
'to interfere with the work of the demonstration teacher in the laboratory
school.

, The' most progressive steps in the certification of commercial
teachers during the past two years were taken by the State depart-
ments of education in California and New Jersey. As the result of
informal studies of the duties 'isf the commercial teachers, arid what
bodie of knowledge and skilrA were necessary to assure greater
probability of success, new standards for certification were estab-
lished. In addition to requirements regarding total amount of
education, amount and nature of professional courses in education,
background coursef; in commerce, and courses in the content and
methods .of teacting coinmercial subjects, the State depirtment in
California requirits b9th practice teaching and business experience
in the major fielas for which44he candidate is seeking a license. In
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New Jersey a requirement of 10 weeks of business experience is made.
Various attempts have been made by commercial teacher-training
institutions to set up business experience as a requirement for gradu-
ation. These developments are in harmony with the tmnd toward
setting up jáb proficiency as a requirement in the certification of
commercial teachers who are supposed to prepare pupils to meet spe-
cific standards of vocational effectiveness. Des Moines, Iowa, and
a few other cities have established taimilar standards for eligibility
for appointment as commercial teachers.

During the biennium many investigations were made regarding
the supply and demand of commercial teachers, preparation of the
present teachers, difficulties they elEperiencekin teaching, and similir
topics. The greatest shortage of collegiately trained teachers of sec-
opdary subjects exists in commercial education. Although many of
the States do not maintain any curricula for the training of commer-
cial teachers, there am very few States that giaduate annually as
many as 50 per cent of the cómmercial teachers needed in the respec:
five States. . Some of the leading commercial and industrial States
graduate less than 30 per cent of the number needed. In the studies of
supply and demand the units of supply of commercial teachers are:
Those teachers having from one to five years of postsecondary train-
ing; teachers who have had no content and methods courses to those
who have had no postsecondary training e3Ecept in technical subjects ;
and those who have had background courses in education and com-
merce, practice teaching, and business experience, to those who have
had none of these courses

The State of Pennsylvania made outstanding progress in expand-
ing its facilities for commercial teacher training during the past two
years. For more than 10 years this State had centered thete cur-
ricula in one institution, so far as the State institutions were con-
cerned. This institution was able to graduate only a small percentage
of the number of commercial teachers needed annually within the
State, The growing demand and geographic distribution of its
students made it necerary not only to enlarge the facilities of the
State 'Aachen College at Indiana, Pa., but to establish an addi-
tional curriculum at the State Teachers College, Bloomsbdrg. Fur-
thermore, the Universities of Pennsylvania and Pittsburgh organized
undergraduate and graduate curricula. Nevertheless, the leaders are
much concerned as to whether or not even with these additional
facilities they will be able tò graduate annually enough commercial
teachers to meet the needs of the State. Progressive administrators
seeking to comply with the growihg demand for collegiately trained
commercial teachers brought abgut significant developments at the
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Universities of Michigan, Kentucky, Denver, and Southern Cali-
fornia; Ohio State, Columbia, Rutgers, and New York Universities;
the College of the City of New York; and North Carolina State
College of Agriculture and Engineering.

One of the most significant developments is the rapid increase in
the number of commercial teachers who are working on. graduate
degrees and, as a consequence, the institutionalizing of research in
commercial education. The number of graduate theses in progress
in commercial education during the biennium approximated the
total number that had been accepted prior to this period. In fact,
the major portion of research in this field is made in connection with
graduate theses and dissertations. Each study gives idded impetus to
the discussion of important problem9. Some institutions that are
very active in the promotion of graduate courses for secondary com-
mercial, teachers are: Columbia, Harvard, New York, and Indiana
Universities; Universities of Chicago, Pittsburgh, and Southern
California; the State University of Iowa; and the State Teachers
College, Greeley, Colo. Columbia University, in particular, has
developed demonstration courses, advanced courses in methods, and
research for experienced teachers in the slimmer school. .

Some other activities are noteworthy. Membors of the National
Association of Commercial Teacher Training Institutions at the
1930 meeting were in substantial agreément that business experience
is an essential part of the preparation of commercial teachers. Di-
rected teaching, a study of which was made by E. W. Barnhart for
the Eastern Commercial Teachers Association," was favored at a
number of State meetings of commercial teachers associations. New
York University published extracts of research in commercial edu-
cation that had béèit conducted in connection with graduate training
at that university. Additional colleges and universities began sum-
mer courses for commercial teachers which frequently are prelimi-
nary steps toward the organization of full-time curricula. There is
unanimous agreement among the leaders that although the privqtely
controlled institutions are at liberty to elect their objectives, the State
institutions training secondary teachers should offer commercial
teacher training at least in those States in which there is a shortage
of commercial teacher& Lastly, there is a growing realization among
the leaders that satisfactory dovetailing of the requirements for
graduation from the training curripula and requirements for certifi-
cation demand. closer cooperation between the training institutions

*What I. and Should Be the Organization and Administration of Directed Teaching in
Business TeaclierTraining Institutions. /*Third Yearbook. eastern Commercial Tout-
ere Associaktion, 1930. pp. 206-20.
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and the certifying agencies. The most unfortunate Sian* of the
failure generally to provide adequate commercial teacher-training
facilities is that the failure affects directly the vocational efficiency
and hence the vocational happiness of. many millions who begin their
careers in stenographic, bookkeeping, and °clerical types of position&

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS AND CONFERENCES

Prior to the biennial period, associations òf the secondary Cora-
mercial teachers limited their activities chiefly to the conducting of
conferences and pupil contests. During the past two years, under
stimulus of a new type of leadership, the associations have broad-
ened the scope of their activities. The leaders believed the lack of
adequate city and State supervision to be their outstanding problem.
After carefully analyzing the need for supervision in their field,
one national and six State associations went on record requesting
that State directors of commercial education and assistants be ap-
pointed in the respective State departments of education. In some
States, committees were appointed to make intensive studies of the
need for supervision, to meet yrith the State superintendents of
public instruction, and to call attention to what the committees be-
lieved was an unbalfnced program for supervision of vocational
education.

Due largely to the lack of State supervisory programs for com-
mercial education, the associations in this field are initiating inves-
tigations for the improvement of teacher .training and secondary
education. The Commercial Teachers' Association of North Caro-
lina in cooperation with the State department of education, com-
pleted in 1930 a study of the preparation of the commercial teachers.
As a result of this study, one of the State universities announced
its intention to establish the first commercial teacher-training cur-
riculum ,in that State. In Virginia, the association is conducting
a"t-year series of state-wide studies *similar to those started recently
in Iowa. Beginning in 1928 a udy was made of the commercial
teachers of Virginia, and in a state-wide commercial occu-
pation survey was undertaken. Other types of activities of the
latter association bear directly on its objectives, some of which are:
To establish higher standards for commercial teachers; to look for-
ward to the appointment of a State director ot commercial educa-
tion; to secure better college entrance recognition for commercial
subjects; to make a study of business needs; and to cooperate in
the revision of the course of study.

s
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Tht Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association in 1928 began issu-
.

ing à series of carefully planned yearbooks. The first three are
devoted to the functions of business education, curriculum making
in this field, and administration and supervision. The fourth year-
book, which has been announced for 1931, will deal with modern
methods of teaching business subjects. In issuing these yearbooks,
this association has assumed professional leadership among the com-
mercial teachers' associations. For many years there has been a pro-
nounced need for such leadership and professional group activity.
The signifpance of this leadership is evidenced by the rapid growth
in the membership of the association and the increasing demand for
the yearbooks. The National Commercial Teachers' Federation and
the Southern Commercial Teachers' Associwition began during the
biennium to issue quarterly publications containing proceedings of
the annual meetings.

The research conferences on commetcial education called annually
by the State University of Iowa have contributed much toward the
promotion of research in this field. They are the only conferences
devoted entirely to reports and criticisms of research studies and
suggestions for additional investigations. An effort is made each
year to obtain reports on the outstanding research studies recently
completed. The topics discuksed concern investigations of conunu-
nity needs, status of commercial education in the cities and States,
commercial teacher-training problems, methods of teaching the vari-
ous subjects, standards of attainment, placement, follow up, and
other important problems. The conferences, as well as the distribu-
tion of the proceedings, are urgently needed and greatly appreciated.

Considering the lack generally of investigations of the need for
college-trained personnel in different kinds of business and the fact
that the higher inktutions have upgraded their objectives, the 1928
and 1930 programs of the American Association of Collegiate Schools
of Business were particularly appropriate. The former meeting was
devoted largely to the purposes of higher business. education; the
latter emphasized more than usuhl the importance of guiding and
training the students with particular reference to the nature of the
initial opportunities open to the graduates. The development of
follow-up programs to assist the graduates during their first years
of business was discussed. Increased portions of the recent programs
have been devoted to reports of objective studies of the problems of
higher business education. This tendency is indicative of the feeling
that facts should replace opinions in the development of business
curricula. For the promotion of research in business problems the
association published lists of research projects of member schools,

42
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and discussed the function and administration of college bureaus of
business research.

The first International Congress on Commercial Education since
1913 was held in Amsterdaml Holland, in 1929, under the auspices
of the Netherlands Government and the International Association
for Commercial Education. This was the eleventh 'such conference
since 1886 but the first one at wjlich the Government of the United
States was officially represented. Of the 750 official delegates from
33 countries, 8 represented the United States. The congress proved
to be so valuable that the two largest commercial teachers' associa-
tions unanimously approved American participation as planned by
the United States Commissioner of Education and urged that official
delegates be sent to the next congress which will be held in the sum-
mer of 1932 at London, England. Problems in both secondary and
higher education for business will be discussed at the next congress.
An American chapter of the International Association was formed
tentatively by the American delegation in Amsterdam .and later made
a permanent organization, of which Dr. John R. Gregg was elected
president.

Among other leading conferences were those called by New York
University and the State Teachers College, Indiana, Pa., in con-
nection with the dedication of additional facilitiei for the training
of commercial teachers. The National Association of Commercial
Teacher Training Institutions devoted one of its meetings entirely
to technical subjects to be included in the commercial teacher-training
curricula. In general, State and regional associations are very
rapidly formulating more practical program. The Office of Educa-
tion and the Federal Board for Vocational Education have urged
continuously the development of long-term professional programs by

,tile State, regional, and national associations, and the sectional groups
of the conferences called by the larger schools of education. Next
to the commercial teacher-training institutions, which are doing much
toward the remaking of secondary commercial education, the hopeof developing group activity to solve the many problems continues
to rest largely with the commercial teachers' associations.

UNIVERSITY EDUCATION FOR BUSINESS

University education for business has grown far more rapidly than
carefully developed programs have been organized. Inasmuch as
business is the dominant activity of the twentieth century, it is onlynatural that training for business leadership should become a very
significant function of the university. During the past 10 years, in

e
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the course of which college business education has had its greatest
development, enrollments increased frpm 17,000 to 70,000. The num-
ber of students graduating annually from the business curricula rose
from 640 to 6,948, or from 5 to 52 graduates for each million of
population in this country. Colleges of commerce increased from 60
to 95, and 31 of the 33 university bureaus of business research were
organized. In fact, higher education in thi field has grown so fast
that the energies of the leaders have bah largely absorbed in provid-
ing facilities for the students instead of making investigations re-
garding objectives and curriculum practices. Dr. Ralph E. Heilman
in 1928, in addressing the tenth anniversary meeting of the American
Association of Collegiate Schools of Busiriess, which is the only ac-
crediting association in this field, said : " The time is ripe for a reex-
amination and revaluation of the objectives."3° Dr. L. C. Marshall,
sin a new book on business education, states : "In the period of hectic
growth, time was not always taken to formulate objectives." 31

The greatest responsibility confronting the university schools of
commerce is that of measuring and analyzing the need for post-
secondary training for initial and subsequent positions in the 'respec-
five industries and States. During the biennium there was an in-
creased willingness tx; discuss the steps in arriving at a clearer con-
cept of the objectives. The 1928 meeting of the deans of these schools
was devoted almost entirely to discussions of the objectives and to
what business expected from graduates. The potential forces in
establishing more appropriate objectives and programs are the uni-
versity'bureaus of business research and the successful business men
who arp accepting positions in the colleges of commerce. Recent
investigatipns and discussions reveal that some of the factors that
bave delayed progress in analyzing and measuring the objectives are:

1. Pressute-of university traditions pertain* ..to professional training, par-
ticularly as regards the stating of the objectives in terms of " training for the
high executive positions " and the organizing of the curricula.

2. Growing desire to upgrade the level of the business-training proeam.

sometimes regardless of what was happening on the lower postsecondary levels.
3. Absence of graduate theses on higher education for businem and the

slowness of the research agencies in the college schools of commerce to use
research techniques in building the training programs.

4. Difficulty of conducting tbe basic curriculum stadies in a State or industry.
5. Dominance of the pioneers and the " present-Oractices approach " to cur-

riCuinm building.
6. Fixed ideas of the economists.
7. Rapid physical growth of tbe !wind

0 A Revaluation of the ObJectIves óf Business &McAllen. In Proceedings of the Tenth
Annual Meeting of the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business, 192S.
New York, Ronald Press CV., 1928. pp. 1-7.

0 The Collegiate School of Business. Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1928. p.
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8. Tbe lack a a philosophy that would give direction to the various steps inscientific curriculum building.

The report on business education in the land-grant colleges and
universities82 marks a distinct break with all previous reports in
this field. The investigation, which was based on a carefully pre-
pared 57-page questionnaire, dealt with such items as state-wide
planning of business education, controlling factors in the establish-
ment and development of the curricula, problems of 'guidance and
placement, staff members, equipment, and administration. No report
on higher education for business contains so much constructive criti-cism of present administrative and curriculum practices or em-
phasizes so much the necessity of educational research for scientific
curriculum building and administration. Some of the findings ofthis investigation are : (1) Those factors that should have controlledthe establishment and development of business curricula have not
operated to any great extent; (2) the institutions have not made
objective studies of the demands of the business world for specialtypes of training; (3) the schools, almost without exception, have
not organized curricula to meet the needs of those students who can
not remain at the university for four or more years; (4) the guid-
ance, placement, and follow-up services are not well developed; (5)
and none of these schools maintains cooperative part-time training,
and only three require business experience for graduation.

The first comprehensive treatise on higher business education in
general in this country 88 was prepared by James H. S. Bossard andJ. Frederic Dewhurst, pf the Wharton School of Finance and Com-
merce of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Inasmuch
as the Wharton schoolthe first of its kind in the United States--
was organized in 1881, the commerce faculty and dean desires a
thorough investigation of the half century of progress .in this field.
The report, which is based on a -survey of 1,670 of the 5,751 commeroe
graduates of that institution and an a careful review of other inves-
tigations, contains a masterly analysis of many problems ranging
from supply and demand of collegiately trained personnel to the-
organization and administration of business curricula. A report"
prepared at Harvard University outlined 20 years of progress of its

Maiott, S. O., and Motherly, W. J. Commerce and Business. hi Survey of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. Washington, Government Printing Office, 1980. Ch. il,vol. ill pp. 89-111. (Office of Education. Bulletin, 1930, No. 9. 2 vols.)*University Education for Business, Philadelphia, raiveraity of Pennsylvania Press,1930. 578 p.
36 Donham, Wallace B., and 'Meter, Esq. The Graduate School of Business Administra-tion, 19084-1929. he The Development of Harvard University Since the Inauguration ofPresident Eliot, 1889-1929. Ch. mitt Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1929.pp. 581148.
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graduate school of business administration, which was organized in
1908.

A very high percentage of the institutions increased their offerings
and some obtained new buildings, research laboratories, and other
facilities. A new school of merchandising was opened at the Uni-
versity of Southern California in 1929. The schools of commerce at

*the University of Alabama, the University of Georgia, and Harvard
University moved into new buildings. At Ohio Statp University one
of the outstanding needs, according to its 1929 report, was for
enlarged building facilitiesthe present building having been out-
grown before it was occupied. The Universities of Alabama and
Georgia established bureaus of business research. Oregon Agricul-
tural College and the University of Pennsylvania organized new
courses in business research. Reports from the Universities of Cali-
fornia, Denver, Texas, and Chicago reveal plans to extend graduate
courses and the research program. The latter institution tentatively
approved a 3-year program in business to be built on thé program
of the junior college.

Among other noteworthy developments, business experience, which
has been a requirement for some time at Cornell and Boston Uni-
versities, was made a requirement for graduation at the Universities
of Buffalo and North Carolina, and at Harvard, Washingtoii, and
St. Louis Universities. A large number of universities arranged for
advanced students, particularly in accounting, to pbtain business ex-
perience for which credit was granted. New "'York University,
through the cooperation of foreign governments, made a special effort
to build a library of literature on foreign investments, and Harvard
University is developing a special library on finance, banking, and
tariff. The latter institution began in 1928, and has continued, to
offer certain summer school courses exclusively for business men. Dr.
W. J. Donald made a nation-wide study of training methods used by
corporations in inducting college graduates into their employ," and
W. S. Gifford reported an excellent study of 3,860 college graduates
employed in a large corporation."

CONCLUSION

Regarding business-education's contribution to better citizenship in
a democracy, the leaders find that just as the World War taught us
to emphasize health and physical education, the world-wide economic

- Cooperation Between the University and Business in Training and Placing the College
Man. Journal of Business (University of Chicago), 3 (Pt 2) : 6-81, October, 191111.
pp. 6-31.

18 Does Swine& Want Scholar.? 4, Harpers, 156 669-74, May, 1928.
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depression reveals the necessity of providing at least elementary eco.
nomic and general business information for all citizens. Regarding
vocational training, the leaders are convinced that the organizing of
local committees of business men and teachers as has been done in
many universities and in the secondary schools of Boston and Bal-
timore is a progressive and commendable step; and that, regardless
of how much effort business instructors expend studying objectives
And procedures, the cooperation of business men, probably through
natiimal and local advisory committees, is essential to the establish-
ment and maintenance of satisfactory business training programs.

The greatest potential force at the close of the decade is the move-
menCtoward scientific curriculum investigations, involving a, de-
termination first, to measure and analyze the needs for business
training and, second, to improve teaching procedures. Too much
encouragement can not be given to those progressive teachers -who
are zealous to promote through the application of research more
appropriate and efféctive training programs. Other promising
features are: The university schools of education are showing an
increased interest in the problems of commercial teacher training
and secondary business education; there is a growing tendency par-
ticularly in the larger cities to diversify their secondary training
programs (it is believed that the 1930 census data will stimulate
this development) ; and there are indications that the success of the
present supervisory programs, the urgent need for additional super-
visors, and the resolutions of the State associations on this topic,
may result in the organization of many supervisory programs for
commercial education.

Some phases of the businéss training program that are deserving
of increased attention are: (1) There is no experimental school in
business education although such schools with competent faculties
should be organized for each of the different types of institutions
offering business training ; (2) the.recently created collegiate bureaus
of business research devote practically all of their time and effort
to business problems (with very few exceptions they have not devel-
oped programs of research in business educatiofi) ; (3) there is a
wide breach between present curriculum practices in general and the
more effective practices that have been developed in high schools of
commerce and in communities having supervisors; and (4) the
present upgrading trend in the universities together with the slow-
ness in organizing postgraduate courses in the secondary schools
enlarges the traditional gap between secondary and higher business
education.

.
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The growth of American business in size and complexity, as well
as the increasing ramifications of international trade, requires the
best professional training that can be devised. The need is for a
continuing, capable leadership trained in the social implications
and technical phases of business. Such leadership is most exacting
in its requirements and must be supported by well-trained personnel
on each of the occupational levels in different kinds of business
positions. It is obvious that further progress in improving the train-
ing program depends on research and on cooperation between the
leaders in business and in education for business.
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